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Abstract: To assist in light weighting of electric vehicles by improving the volumetric and gravimetric
energy density and the structural performance of the battery pack, a modelling methodology based
on a macro finite element model of a pouch cell has been developed. This model treats the core cell
structure as a homogeneous orthotropic honeycomb block with the pouch material being defined as
an orthotropic fabric with compressive stress elimination. The model considers five compression and
bending load cases simultaneously and allows a level of element discretisation that is computationally
efficient and appropriate for inclusion in full vehicle and sub-system simulations. The methodology
is scalable in that it can be applied to a range of chemistries, external geometries and internal cell
constructions. When considering stacks of cells, the model is predictive for both lateral compression
and three-point bend, but further work is required to improve the confined compression response.
Keywords: pouch cell; quasi-static testing; finite element analysis
1. Introduction
The demand to reduce vehicle emissions to comply with modern legislation has led to
the development of hybrid and fully electric road vehicles for the consumer market by most
of the major automotive manufacturers. Weight and cost optimisation of packs is a key
performance indicator prioritised within the automotive industry. Together with innovative
material optimisation, improved volumetric efficiency, and design for recyclability, the
lifecycle impact of vehicles can be reduced. Current electric and hybrid vehicles rely on Li-
Ion battery technology in the form of cylindrical, prismatic or pouch cells. The cells are often
packaged to minimise physical damage, as this may result in internal shorting and potential
thermal runaway. This is normally achieved by holding the cells in modules, which are
themselves contained within a pack secured inside the vehicle structure. The battery packs
are typically large and heavy (e.g., The pack for a Nissan LEAF contains 192 cells in 48
modules weighing 294 kg) with a low energy density, e.g., Nissan leaf 81.4 Wh/kg, Tesla
Model S 140 Wh/kg. For the safety of electric vehicles to be improved, it is essential that
energy density can be increased whilst limiting the risk of thermal runaway resulting from
physical damage, e.g., in a crash. Vehicle crash response is largely evaluated using finite
element (FE) simulation. An essential part of battery crash simulation is a structural FE
model of a battery cell, which provides the opportunity to optimise the module and pack
designs by taking into consideration the structural contribution of the cells.
A large number of methods for measuring volumetric strain as a response to elec-
trochemical processes, such as cycling, degradation, and abuse [1]. These measurement
techniques, including cell surface pressure [2] and embedded fibre optics [3], can be used
by a battery management system to determine the cell’s state of charge or state of health.
Coupling between mechanical and electrochemical phenomena can arise from both
external mechanical loading [4] and internal cycling [5]. Stresses within the cell’s active
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materials can lead to fracture of the lithium bearing particles [6], causing degradation and
failure. The changing stiffness arising from a cell’s changing state of charge or state of
health can be determined from the frequency response on a mechanical shaker [7]. The
intercalation and deintercalation of lithium ions result in a change of mechanical properties
that may be significant under crash and vibration load cases in automotive applications.
Swelling also occurs from the thermal expansion of the active materials, which increases
with charge and discharge rate [8]. These thermal effects can be highly localised [9], which
means that a homogenous model may not adequately predict the mechanical response
in all crash scenarios. However, for the scope of this work, thermal and electrochemical
coupling is not considered.
Pouch cells are attractive for future electric/hybrid vehicle designs as they offer greater
packing density. Whilst previous published work [10] has focused on individual load-cases,
particularly indentation, to understand the development of internal shorts during abuse,
the objective of the current work has been to develop a model capable of representing the
behaviour of a cell under typical in-service mechanical loading experienced in automotive
applications. In this paper, a model of a battery cell that has characteristic stiffness and
deformation is developed which, using appropriate material properties and FE topology,
is simultaneously consistent with multiple load-cases and suitable for integration into
module, pack and full vehicle FE model simulations. The ability to scale this structural
model to accommodate cells of different geometries or to provide information about
interactions/deformation of multiple cells in a module is also investigated.
2. Cell Modelling
The lithium-ion pouch cell comprises multiple layers of negative electrode (anode),
positive electrode (cathode) and separator, sealed in a flexible aluminium/polymer pouch.
Two approaches have been developed to model the structural behaviour of cells using the
FE method. The first is a detailed model in which all the components of the cell structure are
defined but which requires mechanical property data for all of the individual components.
The second is a macro model in which the bulk of the cell is treated as a single entity with
homogenised properties obtained from physical testing of complete cells.
2.1. Detailed Models
Pouch Cell constructions include a number of materials, e.g., active layers, for which
conventional structural material properties and characteristics are not readily available.
In addition, the individual layers are very thin being of the order of 10–20 µm. To model
each individual layer in a typical 20 Ah pouch cell of dimensions 200 × 150 × 7 mm,
using solid elements would require approximately 3 billion elements. Such a high level
of discretisation for a cell model is computationally infeasible and not compatible with
the time-step required for full vehicle, and sub-system, crash simulations run by vehicle
manufacturers using explicit solvers such as LS-Dyna (Livermore Software Technology,
Livermore, CA, USA). These models typically use a minimum time-step of 10–6 s, which
relates to an element edge length of approximately 5 mm for both steel and aluminium
structures. However, detailed models have been used to predict the onset of internal
shorting in smaller cells [11–14] though the EVERSAFE project required a 2000 element
simplified cell model for full vehicle simulations.
2.2. Macro Models
A computationally efficient method of representing cells in larger scale module and
pack simulations is to use a macro model, which considers each cell as a block of homoge-
neous material [15,16]. This approach has been adopted by several workers e.g., [17,18].
In the simplest models a battery cell was based on a homogenous linear elastic cuboid
and used for harmonic frequency analysis which showed good correlation with physical
testing [19]. This cell model was also used to determine the response of a module to
various static and dynamic load-cases, including torsion, bending and impact. The cell
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modulus used was 100 MPa. However, the model was only suitable when the expected
displacements were very small, i.e., less than 1 mm over the length of the module. Whilst
this may provide a good estimate of a battery pack’s mechanical performance, there remain
significant opportunities to reduce the mass of a battery pack if the maximum displacement
a cell can undergo, without reducing electrical performance or sustaining permanent
damage, can be determined.
Under significant mechanical loading, cells experience permanent deformation due to
‘plastic’ flow. The plastic behaviour of a cell can be modelled in various ways e.g., a pressure
dependent non-associated flow rule [17] or a crushable foam model [18]. The crushable
foam model is available in most finite element codes and is simple to implement. A
sample compressive flow stress in the through thickness orientation can be approximated
as σ = 550ε2 [20]. The tensile modulus is obtained from the maximum slope of the
compressive flow stress [20] or from the tensile properties of the electrode and separator
materials [18].
The response of a structure with integrated lithium-ion cells can be predicted using an
isotropic model [21] but this may require a different model for the cell in each orientation
or load case for the overall structure.
Sahreai et al. [22] used a homogenous macro material model to simulate the behaviour
of a cell subjected to through thickness or lateral compression. Sahraei et al. [10] also
demonstrated the use of a homogenised material model to predict the on-set of an internal
short circuit in pouch cells due to a local indentation.
However, such localised deformation requires more detail of the behaviour of the
individual components. To address this need, the concept of a Representative Volume
Element (RVE) in which only a small volume of the cell is modelled in detail was devel-
oped [23,24]. Amodeo et al. [25] used a hybrid concept to simulate the quasi-static and
dynamic response of battery modules where the cells were modelled using RVEs and the
heat dissipater plates were modelled specifically.
A limitation of the RVE approach is that it has relied on physical data obtained from
testing of the laminate structure in dry conditions. Also, the use of the RVE to date has
only been applied to in-plane and through thickness compression load cases and does not
account for the effects of the pouch or inter-laminar connections.
The RVE and RVE/hybrid models developed so far have concentrated on relating the
mechanical deformation to internal short-circuiting of the cell and have therefore focused
on local deformation, e.g., a pinch test.
3. Methodology
The requirement for a model compatible with full vehicle simulations necessitates the
use of a macro model. Unlike previous published models, the intention in this work was to
create a single model, which would be simultaneously consistent with the typical load cases
that a cell might experience when in use e.g., bending, through thickness compression and
edgewise compression. Localised indentation was found to conflict with global bending
and has not been considered in this model.
3.1. Physical Testing
To characterise the mechanical behaviour of cells, tests were performed in the battery
abuse facility at WMG both on commercially available Li-ion pouch cells (DK50106 and
DK80106) and dummy or inert cells (DMYCELL) produced in-house, as listed in Table 1.
Due to health and safety considerations, live cells were limited to a maximum capacity
of 8 Ah. The physically larger dummy pouch cells, equivalent to 20 Ah capacity, were
manufactured on the Battery Scale-Up (BSU) line at WMG. Although filled with electrolyte
these did not contain the lithium salt so they remained electrically inert, thereby eliminating
the possibility of a thermal event. While the stiffness of pouch [26] and cylindrical [27]
cells has been shown to depend on the state of charge, these inert cells are valuable for
validating the test and simulation methodology.
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Dow Kokam SLPB
681106100 8 106 102 7.0 156
WMG Dummy Cell BSU Equivalent to 20 180 135 4 150
Quasi static tests were performed on separate cells for each of the five load-cases,
as shown in Figure 1, using a 10 kN Shimadzu universal testing machine located in a
battery abuse chamber. A Vishay 7000 DAQ data recorder was used to simultaneously
record force, displacement, open circuit voltage, and cell temperature during the tests, the
latter two being used to detect the onset of internal shorting should it occur. Purpose-built
fixtures, which included a load cell for measuring the lateral constraining force, were used
for the confined compression tests. Maximum displacement was limited to 20% of the cell
dimension in the direction of loading or a maximum force of 10 kN (the limit of the test ma-
chine) for the compression tests. Three-point bend (3PB) tests were performed with 10 mm
diameters stators positioned at 75% of the appropriate cell dimension. The maximum
displacement was limited to twice the cell thickness to prevent the cell slipping through
the fixture. All tests were conducted at room temperature and a rate of displacement of
0.1 mm/min.

























give an element edge length of 2–4 mm for a solution time‐step of  10   seconds. It was 
observed in 3PB tests that the pouch tended to wrap around the two supports (Figure 2) 
suggesting that the sealed pouch may be affecting the behaviour. The pouch material, a 
Figure 1. Five load cases used for physical testing and development of the FE macro model. Cells in
blue, loading direction in red and fixed sup orts in grey.
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The commercial cells were tested at 50% State of Charge (SoC) as this was considered
to be the most representative state of a cell in use and also reduced the possibility of a
thermal runaway. A minimum of three tests were performed for each load case.
To ensure the cells were fully in contact with the loading fixture pre-loads were applied.
For through thickness compression this was equivalent to the manufacturers’ recommended
in-service pressure applied by the module assembly (approximately 0.1 MPa). For both
in-plane compression and three-point bend tests the pre-load was set to a level where the
cell to cell variations in the initial stage of the test converge.
The scalability of the modelling approach was explored in two ways. Firstly, the ability
of the model to represent the mechanical behaviour of pouch cells with different physical
dimensions and internal construction was investigated. Secondly, the appropriateness
of the model for modelling multiple cells, as found in battery module assemblies, was
investigated by performing compression and 3PB tests on unconstrained stacks of two or
three cells.
3.2. FE Model Construction
3.2.1. Simulation Assumptions
The modelling methodology described makes the following basic assumptions:
(a) Individual layers within the cells, e.g., electrodes and separators are free to move
relative to each other due to the lubricating effect of electrolyte.
(b) The primary load path between the lamina is the ‘bond’ between the layers and all
significant structural load paths exist between the individual lamina, therefore the
bulk of the cell can be considered as a homogeneous block.
(c) Mechanical properties of cells are orthotropic due to layered structure and can there-
fore be represented by an orthotropic material model (Honeycomb).
(d) Pseudo material properties can be determined from mechanical testing of cells.
(e) The methodology for modelling small cells can be scaled for larger cells.
The core of the battery cell which consists of multiple layers of coated cathode, sepa-
rator and coated anode, was modelled as a bulk structure using the honeycomb material
model LS-DYNA *MAT_HONEYCOMB (*MAT_026). This is an independently orthotropic
material model with non-linear elastoplastic behaviour defined separately for all normal
and shear stresses. The normal stress-strain characteristics can therefore be directly defined
from through thickness and in-plane compression tests on physical cells. For a typical
pouch cell construction, the equivalent homogeneous material properties give an element
edge length of 2–4 mm for a solution time-step of 10−6 seconds. It was observed in 3PB
tests that the pouch tended to wrap around the two supports (Figure 2) suggesting that
the sealed pouch may be affecting the behaviour. The pouch material, a sandwich of
aluminium foil and polymer, is structurally thin (typically 125 µm) and separated from the
bulk of the cell by the electrolyte. Under in-plane compression, the pouch readily buckled
and was assumed to make little contribution in this mode to the stiffness of the overall cell.
The pouch was therefore represented by a layer of shell elements with a fabric material
model LS-DYNA *MAT_FABRIC (*MAT_034), developed for thin fabrics which cannot
support compressive stresses. The element size required to match the time-step for full
vehicle simulations is too large to capture the buckling behaviour of the pouch within the
macro model.
The honeycomb material model has four parameters controlling the behaviour of a
compacted material—Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, yield stress and volume fraction at
compaction. These parameters are not used as the isotropic elastic-ideal plastic compacted
scenario is not relevant to this cell model. The bulk viscosity flag was set to zero and
not used as the fitted parameter of material viscosity is recommended. The material axes
parameters were all left blank and the local orthotropic axes were determined by the node
orientation.
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tests  of  each  load  case was  prepared.  The  average  force‐displacement  curves  for  the 
Figure 2. 3PB test of Dow Kokam 50106100 cell showing buckling of the pouch.
The fabric material model has the compressive strain eliminat on flag s t to 1 as the
buckling behaviour cannot be modelled with a coarse macro mod l. The FORM flag was
set t 4 for large strains and nonlinear s re s-strain behaviour. The Rayleigh damping
coefficient w s set to 0.1. A Poiss n’s ratio of 0.33 and Yo ng’s moduli of 7000 w re us d.
All other fabric parameters were left at def ult nd the orthotropic axes were d fined by
the node ori ntation.
The eleme t formulations were type 1 constant stress 8 node solids and type 2
Belytsc ko-Tsay 4 node shells with 2 integration points through thickness for the hon-
eycomb and fabric m terials respectively. The solid elements have type 6 Belytschko-
Bindeman hourglass control with a coefficient of 0.00075. Automatic surface to surface
contacts ere used between the cell pouch and rigi loading surfaces with a coefficient
of friction of 0.3. Preload was applied to match the physical testing with a rigid body
load. The displacement of the loading surface was controlled with a boundary prescribed
motion applied to the rigid body after the preload. The rate was determined by a curve
smooth with a maximum velocity of 100 mm/s and a rise time of 2 ms. This allowed for a
substantial reduction in runtime via run scaling without introducing any inappropriate
inertial effects.
3.2.2. Model Calibration to Test
Calibration is the process in which material parameters in the pouch cell macro FE
model are adjusted to match the force vs displacement outputs from the model to those
obtained from the physical tests. To do this a target (average) and an associated envelope
(due to cell to cell variation) for the force vs displacement data obtained from the physical
tests of each load case was prepared. The average force-displacement curves for the
compression load-cases; LCZ, CCX & CCY are used to determine the through thickness
and in-plane stress-strain characteristics for the honeycomb material model.
The pouch cell FE model includes many constitutive parameters and scale factors that
could potentially be used as variables to modify the characteristics of the material models.
Therefore, a parameter sensitivity study was conducted to identify the key parameters
(shown in Figure 3) which have the most significant effect on the force-displacement re-
sponse for each load-case. The parameters and their abbreviations are described in Table 2.
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  PARAMETER  DK50106  DK80106  DMYCELL 
Loadcase  Description  Name  Value  COR1  Value  COR1  Value  COR1 
LCZ  Honeycomb viscos‐
ity coefficient 
HC_MU  5.00 × 10−3  99.6  2.50 × 10−3  99.2  5.00 × 10−3  97.6 
  Honeycomb LCA or‐
dinate scale factor 
HC_S1  1  0.97  0.96 
CCX  LCC abscissa scale 
factor 
HC_A3  1.03  97  1.03  98.2  1.02  98.9 
  LCC ordinate scale 
factor 
HC_S3  1.03  1.02    1.03 
  Uncompressed Elas‐
tic modulus 
ECCU  489  333    115 
CCY  LCB abscissa scale 
factor 
HC_A2  1.03  97.5  1.04  98.3  1.01  98.5 
  LCB ordinate scale 
factor 
HC_S2  1.04  1.03    1.01 
  Uncompressed Elas‐
tic modulus 
EBBU  147  281    172 
3PBX  LCB abscissa scale 
factor 
P_BSFA  0.62  94.5  1.82  98.8  5.49  91.3 
  LCB ordinate scale 
factor 
P_BSFO  0.75  0.92    9.24 
Figure 3. Calibration process of the Pouch ell acr l f r fi l s s.
Table 2. Calibration para eters for each cell type tested.
PARAMETER DK50106 DK80106 DMYCELL
oadcase Description Name Value COR1 Value Val COR1







HC_S1 1 0.97 0.96
CCX LCC abscissa s ale factor HC_A3 1.03
97
1.03 98.2 1.02
98.9LCC ordinate scale factor HC_S3 1.03 1.02 1.03
Uncompressed Elastic modulus ECCU 489 333 115
CCY LCB abscissa scale factor HC_A2 1.03
97.5
1.04 98.3 1.01
98.5LCB ordinate scale factor HC_S2 1.04 1.03 1.01
Uncompressed Elastic modulus EBBU 147 281 172




LCB ordinate scale factor P_BSFO 0.75 0.92 9.24
LCAB ordinate scale factor HC_S4 0.7 0.75 3.98
Uncompressed Elastic
Torsion modulus
GABV 1.32 1.51 100




LCA ordinate scale factor P_ASFO 0.72 0.72 0.35
LCCA ordinate scale factor HC_S6 0.36 0.35 2.7
Uncompressed Elastic
Torsion modulus
GCAU 0.33 0.52 100
The following is a summary of the findings from the sensitivity analysis of the five
load-cases:
(a) Lateral Compression Cell Z (LCZ): The ordinate scale factor (HC_S1) and interaction
between HC_S1 & damping (HC_MU) contribute mostly to the residual sum of
squares (RSS) error
(b) Confined compression cell X (CCX): The ordinate scale factor (HC_S3) and interaction
between HC_A3 & HC_S3 contribute most significantly (95% confidence interval) to
the RSS error
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(c) Confined compression cell Y (CCY): As with the CCX load-case, the ordinate scale
factor (HC_S2) and interaction between HC_A2 & HC_S2 contribute most significantly
to the RSS error
(d) 3 Point bending about cell X (3PBX): The scale factors and their interactions contribute
most significantly (95% confidence interval) to the RSS error. The interactions have a
higher effect than the main factors
(e) 3 Point bending about cell Y (3PBY): The scale factors and their interactions contribute
most significantly (95% confidence interval) to the RSS error. The main effects have a
higher effect than interactions
The study showed that the load–displacement curve characteristics remain almost
the same as the input variables and scale factors are changed. This implies that the model
is insensitive to changes in these variables and factors and is therefore robust in terms
of its predictions relative to these changes. When the main effects and interactions were
determined in terms of the size of their effect and sensitivity, it was apparent that the scale
factors were the main influential variables. Special attention is therefore required when
assigning values to the scale factors. For the macro cell FE model to be valid for all five
load cases, it is important that these key material model parameters are adjusted, to match
the physical test results for each load-case in turn.
The order in which the load-cases are addressed (Figure 3) is significant because
some parameters e.g., the uncompressed elastic moduli (EBBU and ECCU) cannot be
determined directly from the test data but influence both the confined compression and
3-point bending load-cases. The bending and flexural characteristics of the cell model must
be matched to the physical cell bending tests by tuning the orthotropic shear stress-strain
honeycomb material model characteristics and the tensile stress-strain fabric material model
characteristics. Once all the parameters have been determined, a validation step, in which
all the load-case models are solved again, is required to ensure that force-displacement
outputs remained within the required limits.
4. Results and Discussion
Typical load displacement curves for a pouch cell, in this case Dow Kokam SLPB5010600,
deforming under each of the five load cases are shown Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Typical load displacement curves from Dow Kokam SLPB5010600 pouch; (a) Lateral
compression in Z (b) Confined compression in X, (c) Confined compression in Y (Insets—deformed
cell and CT scan section of folds), (d) 3-point bend around X axis, (e) 3-point bend around Y axis
(Inset deformed cell). All tests conducted at 50% SoC.
The calibration parameters determined for each of the cell types tested are listed in
Table 2. The correlation function COR1 provides a measure of the degree to which the
simulated curve matches the target curve. As can be seen from the table, the correlation is
generally good being greater than 91% for all cell types and load cases. However, it can be
observed that 3PB is the worst of all the load cases, probably due to the shear deformation
which is the most difficult to define in the model.
Figure 5 show the results of the calibration of the macro FE models for each of the cell
types investigated compared to the average test data for all five load cases.
For each cell type and load-case considered the calibrated force-displacement response
matched well with average physical test response, deviations from the average physical
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test response being contained within the boundaries of the measured test to test variation.
The greatest variation was found in the yielding/onset of buckling in confined compression
load case.
Figure 6 shows the FEM model of the Dow Kokam SLPB 50106100 cell subject to the
three main load cases of lateral compression, in-plane confined compression and three-
point bend. The original and deformed meshes are visible, demonstrating the stability of
the model.
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Figure 5. Comparison of simulation results from the calibrated models with test data for (a) Lateral
compression in Z (b) Confined compression in X, (c) Confined compression in Y, (d) 3-point bend
around X axis, (e) 3-point bend around Y axis. All tests conducted at 50% SoC.






























































Jellyroll A Jellyroll B Jellyroll C Jellyroll AB Jellyroll BC
Jellyroll CA Pouch A Pouch B Pouch AB
Figure 6. SLPB 501061 0 in (a) lateral compression, (b) confined in-plane
compression and (c) three-point bend. Dashed lines indicate pre-test undeformed geometry.
The fit ed stres -strain curves for the jellyroll and pouch of all thre cells can be se n
in Figure 7. The through thicknes flow curve, Jellyroll A, is limited by the capacity of the
test equipment. The dummy cell has substantially stiffer jellyroll shear and pouch tensile
flow curves than the two live cells, while the in-plane compres ive jellyroll flow curves, B
and C, are substantially softer. It is not clear if this is a result of the inert and uncharged
nature of the cells, or material or geometric phenomena.
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Jellyroll A Jellyroll B Jellyroll C Jellyroll AB Jellyroll BC
Jellyroll CA Pouch A Pouch B Pouch AB
Figure 7. Fitted stress-strain curves for jellyroll and pouch materials for (a) DK50106, (b) DK80106
and (c) DMYCELL. Jellyroll flow curves on left axes, pouch flow curves on right axes.
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4.1. Scalability
4.1.1. Geometry and Construction
The scalability of Pouch Cell Macro FE Model in terms of geometry and construc-
tion, has been demonstrated through the ability to successfully calibrate-to-test models,
for all the cells investigated, for all load cases including the large format dummy cells
(Figure 5). The dummy cell is thinner, wider and longer than the Dow Kokam 5 Ah cell
and approximately 2.5 times the area, resulting in significantly different initial stress vs
strain responses.
4.1.2. Multiple Cells
To assess the ability of calibrated cell macro FEMs to predict the structural performance
of multiple cells, stacks of two and three cells were tested in each of the five load cases
previously described. It had been anticipated that the behaviour of multiple cells would be
effectively a summation of the behaviour of single cells.
4.1.3. Lateral Compression
Figure 8 shows the predicted force-displacement characteristics (dashed) obtained
using a calibrated macro FE model of the Dow Kokam 8 Ah pouch cell compared to the
physical test results (solid) for stacks of one, two and three cells respectively subjected
to lateral (through thickness) compression. As expected, at any given load the total
displacement of two stacked cells is twice that of a single cell and for three stacked cells is
three times that of a single cell for the lateral compression.










































Figure 8. Comparison of lateral compression for stacks of 1, 2 and 3 cells.
4.1.4. Three-Point Bend
As can be seen from Figure 9a,b, the predicted simulation force-displacement char-
acteristics are similar to the physical tests for two cells tested together, but the simulation
over estimates the force particularly in the early stages. The off-set between the simulation
and the physical test is more pronounced when bending around the Y axis where the span
is larger. It is thought that this is due to variation in flatness of the physical cell whereas
the simulation models are perfectly fl t. M dification to the test protocol to include a
separate lateral compression pre-load phase to consolidat the cell stack may r duce the
displacement offset in the 3PB physical test.
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4.1.5. Confined Compression
Figure 10a,b show the predicted force-displacement characteristics (dashed) compared
to physical test (solid) for stacks of 1, and 2 cells subjected to confined compression in the
X and Y planes respectively. It was anticipated that for multiple stacked cells the force,
at a given displacement, would be equal to that of a single cell multiplied by the number
of cells in the stack. This is equivalent to a number of similar springs with equivalent
characteristics, in parallel, i.e., the force required to achieve a given displacement for a
system with N springs will be N times the force required to achieve the same displacement
with a single spring. As can be seen from Figure 10a,b, stacked cells do not generate
the expected response. In the confined compression load case, the cells are subject to a
through thickness constraining load. Also, there is a ‘soft region’ at the end of the cell
which compresses preferentially before the initial linear part of the curve is obtained.
Once buckling commences the gradient reduces but the response remains linear. The
local deformation of the constituent parts in confined compression is therefore a complex
interaction of factors including compression, bending, buckling and friction. In addition,
as the cell is not a homogeneous material, but a structure defined by the geometry and
material properties of the constituent parts, it can be postulated that, as the lateral thickness
of the structure is increased by adding more cells, the lateral stiffness will reduce allowing
the cells to deform and buckle at lower loads. As a result, the force-displacement response
softens, which is consistent with the characteristics observed from physical tests using
multiple stacked cells in the confined compression load-case. This also suggests that, for
this load case, a pouch cell macro FE model calibrated to physical test data cannot be used
to predict the force-displacement characteristic of a cell of the same construction with a
different thickness.
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Figure 9. Comparison between the simulation and physical 3PB test data for (a) single and double
cells bent around the X axis and (b) single and double cells bent around the Y axis.
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Figure 10. Comparison between the simulation and physical confined compression test data for (a)
single and double cells compressed along the X axis and (b) single and double cells compressed
along the Y axis.
5. Applications for the Pouch Cell Macro FE Model
A number of potential applications for pouch cell macro FE models have been identi-
fied which include:
5.1. Battery Module Design & Assessment
• Manufacturing assembly process: Preload, banding, geometric tolerances and sensi-
tivity.
• Design optimisation: End Plate mass/stiffness, HTP thickness & mass, foam pressure
pad specification, tab/busbar configuration.
• Module structural performance and characterisation: Static/dynamic stiffness, vibra-
tion & shock/impact.
5.2. Battery Pack Design & Assessment
Sub-system models of battery pack designs can be generated using battery module
models consisting of pouch cell macro FE model assemblies. These can be used for design
studies and assessments of the battery pack system and the constituent components and
assemblies.
5.3. Vehicle Design & Assessment
Full vehicle simulation models could be conducted with module and packs con-
structed using pouch cell macro FE models described in this report. This would provide
a representative structural response for the vehicle system and also allow analysis of the
pack internal systems including the cells. However, this may not be the most efficient
or effective approach. It may be desirable to reduce the complexity of the pack model
by including reduced/macro models of the modules. A methodology and process for
developing validated module macro models from either physical test data or simulation of
modules using pouch cell macro FE models would be required.
In this scenario, the correct vehicle response would be provided by the reduced pack
model in a full vehicle simulation. Analysis of the pack and the internal systems would be
facilitated using simulations of appropriate sub-system models.
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6. Conclusions
A methodology and process have been developed to create pouch cell macro FE
models in which the core cell structure is treated as a homogeneous orthotropic honeycomb
block and the pouch as an orthotropic fabric with compressive stress elimination. This
allows a level of element discretisation that is appropriate for full vehicle and sub-system
simulations. The pouch cell macro model must be generated for a specific cell from physical
test data.
This process has been demonstrated on three different cells subjected to five load cases.
A single model was found to be capable of predicting the load-displacement response of
the cell in each load case with a correlation above 91%.
The model proposed here is a purely mechanical model that does not couple electrical
or thermal behaviour. It is intended to be used for automotive crash applications, though
higher strain rate testing will need to be performed. Individual cells have been modelled
accurately but groups of cells may need to be considered separately as they can interact
with each other during in-plane compression and bending load cases.
Using the methodology and process described, pouch cell macro FE models have been
developed and calibrated to test for two commercial cells and one manufactured in-house
of significantly different geometry and the following conclusions drawn:
(1) A sensitivity study of the pouch cell macro FE Model has been conducted to identify
and quantify the effect of constitutive parameters and scale factors on predictions of
pouch cell mechanical performance. It is concluded that input variable scale factors,
rather than explicit material model parameters, are the main factors controlling the
macro structural characteristics of the pouch cell macro model.
(2) Scalability of the pouch cell macro FE model, in terms of geometry and construction,
has been demonstrated through the ability to successfully calibrate to test three types
of cell with a range of geometries and internal construction.
(3) The scalability of the modelling approach for representing stacks of multiple cells
under different loading conditions was investigated using the Dow Kokam 8 Ah
calibrated macro model, with the following findings:
(a) Lateral compression (LCZ)
The predicted simulation force-displacement characteristics compare well to
the physical tests with 1, 2 & 3 cells. For this load-case multiple calibrated
macro models are predictive.
(b) Confined compression (CC X & Y)
The predicted simulation force-displacement characteristics do not compare
well to physical test data. For this load-case multiple calibrated macro models
are not predictive. Further work would be required to establish a methodology
to improve simulation prediction for this load-case.
(c) Three-point bending (3PBY & Z)
Predicted simulation force-displacement characteristics are similar to the phys-
ical tests. However, the physical test has a displacement offset compared to
simulation. It is thought that this is due to variation in flatness of the physical
cell whereas the simulation models are perfectly flat. Modification to the test
protocol to include a separate lateral compression pre-load phase to consol-
idate the cell stack would reduce the displacement offset in the three-point
bending physical test.
(4) For the confined compression load-case, a pouch cell macro FE model calibrated to
physical test could not be used to predict the force-displacement characteristic of a
cell of the same construction but with a different thickness.
(5) In applications where in-plane interactions between cells or other structures occur, it
may be necessary to add ‘soft’ parameter elements to the pouch cell macro FE model.
The homogeneous properties for these elements could be determined using a similar
methodology to that used for the cell core structure.
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It was therefore shown to be feasible to use a macro FE model to represent the global
structural characteristic of a pouch cell having homogeneous material properties and a
finite element topology that fulfils the requirement of full vehicle model simulations.
Future Work
For the three pouch cell types and five load-cases tested in support of this project,
no electrical failure or thermal runaway events were recorded. It has therefore not been
possible to develop metrics to predict the onset of electrical failure using pouch cell macro
FE models although further work to test cells under more aggressive conditions e.g., higher
SoC, elevated temperature and higher strain rates are planned. A detailed model is being
developed which will be able to indicate the internal levels of equivalent stress or strain
within the bulk cell which correspond to deterioration in electrical performance and in
the worst case, catastrophic failure. It is hoped that such information can be integrated
into the macro cell model thereby producing a useful design tool for the development of
modules and packs which are not only rigid enough to prevent catastrophic failures but
also optimised in terms of volume and energy density.
The pouch cell macro FE model methodology described in this report was developed
using quasi-static test data. Therefore, the FE model calibrations were performed with
low damping values that yield stable solutions without affecting the load and no other
rate effects. However, in real world application the cells will be subjected to dynamic
and transient load-cases e.g., torsion and dynamic loading. Under such conditions it is
necessary to consider damping and rate effects for the pouch cell macro FE model. To
facilitate calibration of the model, dynamic and transient physical test data are required.
Due to the physical nature of the cells plus practical and health & safety constraints it will
be necessary to develop appropriate test protocols and facilities.
This modelling strategy may be transferable to other cell formats. Similar method-
ologies have been proposed for prismatic [28] and cylindrical cells [29]. Both of these cell
formats have substantially more structural casing than pouch cells, which may reduce the
sensitivity of the model to changes in the jellyroll, including state of charge or health. It
may also reduce the issues with multiple pouch cells in some load cases, though further
experimentation is needed to determine this. Cylindrical cells may be difficult to model at
a coarse macro scale for automotive crash as the level of discretisation necessary to achieve
this will introduce further difficulties with sensitivity to orientation.
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